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OUTDOORLIVING II
Add a bust of color to your outdoor spaces! Offering the latest fun colors and 

patterns to go with your Outdoor living lifestyle.  Mix and match the patterns. Ikat, 

Flora, Coral and Busting dots all reverse to a coordinating reversible animal pattern. 

All Pillows available complete with a pure poly insert, and zipper for easy removal

IKAT
OUTDOOR
PILLOWS

PO2232
 22˝ micro flange edge 

stitching

PO2217
22˝ micro flange edge 

stitching 

PO2233
18˝

PO2218
18˝ 

PO2219
17 x 11˝micro flange 

stitched ends

PO2234
17 x 11˝  micro flange 

stitched ends

Yellow ikat coordinates to flora 
and yellow coral.  Red ikat 

coordinates to busting dots. 
Zebra goes with everything.



BUSTING
DOTS
OUTDOOR
PILLOWS

PO2227
18˝

PO2226
22˝ micro flange stitching

PO2228
17 x 11˝ micro flange 

stitched ends

FLORA
OUTDOOR
PILLOWS

PO2224
18˝

PO2223
22˝ micro flange stitching

PO2225
17 x 11˝ micro flange 

stitched ends



OUTDOORLIVING II
CORAL &
SAFARI
OUTDOOR
PILLOWS

PO2230
22˝ micro flange stitching

PO2221
22˝ micro flange stitching

PO2229
18˝

PO2221
18˝

PO2222
17 x 11˝ micro flange 

stitched ends

PO2231
17 x 11˝ micro flange 

stitched ends



Opulent Transitions
THROW PILLOWS & RUNNERS
Luxurious pillows in a crisp tightly woven basket weave pattern or embroidered 

circles coordinate and come together to add a touch of opulence to any room.  Pillows 

come complete with down/feather insert and zippered for easy removal.  Made by 

Corona Decor Co. in Seattle, WA  
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PD2203/22
22˝ pebble

PD2200/22
22˝ dark cream

PD2204/18
18˝ pebble

PD2201/18
18˝ dark cream

PD2202
19 x 11˝ dark cream

PD2205
19 x 11˝  pebble

PD2206/22
22˝ black

PD2207/18
18˝  black

PD2208
19 x 11˝  black



Opulent Transitions
THROW PILLOWS & RUNNERS

PD2212  22˝ pebble with  
dark cream circles

PD2210  22˝ cream with 
pebble and black circles

PD2213  18˝ pebble with  
dark cream circles

PD2209  18˝ cream with 
pebble and black circles

PD2211  19 x 11˝ cream with 
pebble and black circles

PD2236  19 x 11˝ pebble with  
dark cream circles

PD2206  22˝ black with 
pebble circles

PD2207  18˝ black with 
pebble circles

PD2208  19 x 11˝ black with 
pebble circles

Table Runners  17x 50˝ lined 
TR 2216 cream with pebble and black circles 

TR2215 pebble with  dark cream circles 
TR2214 black with pebble circlesEm
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Opulent Transitions
footstool & bench collection
Our Collection of Footstools and Benches are handcrafted by Craftspeople 

who put their heart and soul into every Corona product as if they were making it for 

themselves.  Each piece is a piece of art, as it is created at our Seattle studio.  The 

materials used are among the finest in the world, from French Jacquards woven in small 

villages in France, to Italian heavy weight brocades produced in the outskirts of Milan.

B407

B408 B409

B407 13 x 32˝ x 9˝h  Versailles Bench, Belgian woven Tapestry transformed into a bench 
with antique brass nail head trim, solid hardwood construction, Dacron wrapped foam,

Solid Brass Legs

 
B408  13 x 32˝ 9˝h  Abby Bench , French vintage ivory and blue velvet with silver nail head 

trim, solid hardwood construction, Dacron wrapped foam hand painted legs.

 
B409 13 x 32˝ 9˝h  Genevieve Bench, Italian Brocade with nail head trim, solid hardwood 

construction, Dacron wrapped foam, solid brass legs



Opulent Transitions
footstool & bench collection

F406 F116 F407

F408 F409 F410

F411 F412 F413

F414

F400 F402 F405



Opulent Transitions
footstool & bench collection
F400 15˝ 9˝h  Red Coats II,  Textile woven in Belgium, solid wood construction, solid 

hardwood legs

 

F402 15˝ 9˝h  Sir Buckingham,  Textile woven in Belgium, solid wood construction, solid 

hardwood legs

 

F405  15˝ 9H  Vintage Flora Red  Heavy weight vintage Halluin stitch wool woven in France, 

antique brass nail head trim, solid wood construction, solid hardwood legs 

F406 15˝ 9H  Vintage Flora deep red  Heavy weight vintage Halluin stitch wool woven in 

France, antique brass nail head trim, solid wood construction, solid  hardwood legs.

 

F116  15˝ 9H  Vintage Bararami  Heavy weight vintage wool woven in Belgium, , solid wood 

construction, solid  hardwood legs.

 

F407  15˝ 9˝h  Athena Footstool  -  Italian Brocade with hand tied ball fringe, solid wood 

construction, solid hardwood legs

 

F408  15˝, 7˝h  Toile Black /white Landscape   Belgian weave textile, Silver nail head trim, 

hand painted solid hardwood legs. Also available in lt.blue/white, red/white, latte/white

 

F409  15˝, 7˝h  Toile Black /white floral   Belgian weave textile, Silver nail head trim, hand 

painted solid hardwood legs . Also available in lt.blue/white, red/white, latte/white

 

F410  15˝, 9˝h  Alex Footstool. Fine Italian woven textile crafted in to a solid wood 

construction footstool  finished with antiques brass nail head trim and hand painted solid 

hardwood chunky legs

 

F411 15˝, 7˝h Parrot Footstool  French Jacquard woven panel crafted into a solid hardwood 

construction frame and solid hardwood legs.

 

F412  15˝, 7˝h  Akela Footstool   French Jacquard woven panel crafted into a solid hardwood 

construction frame and solid hardwood legs.

 

F413  15˝, 7˝h  Alemea Footstool  French Jacquard woven panel crafted into a solid 

hardwood construction frame and solid hardwood legs.

 

F414  15˝, 7˝h  Madelyn Footstool  French Jacquard woven panel crafted into a solid 

hardwood construction frame and solid hardwood legs.
 



Opulent Transitions
footstool & bench collection

F501 F502 F503

F504 F505 F506

F507

F501  15˝, 7˝h  Kilim I   Belgian Jacquard Kilim pattern textile 
in a dark paprika ,crafted into a solid hardwood construction 
footstool with solid hardwood legs 
F502   15˝, 7˝h  Kilim II   Belgian Jacquard Kilim pattern 
textile in gold,  crafted into a solid hardwood construction 
footstool with solid hardwood legs 
F503  15˝, 7˝h  Flora gold   Belgian Jacquard Kilim pattern 
textile,  crafted into a solid hardwood construction footstool 
with solid hardwood legs 
F504  15˝, 7˝h  Flora burgundy   Belgian Jacquard Kilim 
pattern textile,  crafted into a solid hardwood construction 
footstool with solid hardwood legs 
F505  15˝, 7˝h  Kilim III   Belgian Jacquard Kilim pattern 
textile in gold,  crafted into a solid hardwood construction 
footstool with solid hardwood legs 
F506  15˝, 7˝h  Botanica gold   Belgian Jacquard Kilim 
pattern textile,  crafted into a solid hardwood construction 
footstool with solid hardwood legs 
F507  15˝, 7˝h  Botanica burgundy   Belgian Jacquard 
Kilim pattern textile in gold,  crafted into a solid hardwood 
construction footstool with solid hardwood legs
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